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Volume 1

FEATURING

Victor Wainwright w John Oates w Beth McKee w Nick Black
Stephen Dees w Patricia Ann Dees w Charlie DeChant
Billy Livesay w Mark Hodgson w Robert “Top” Thomas
Anthony “Packrat” Thompson w Chris Merrell
With special guests: Michael Shrieve w Lucky Peterson w Bryan Bassett
Pat Harrington w Eddie Zyne w Todd Sharp w David Kent w Greg Gumpel

“Every now and again a pile of songs will come along that just stops me in my
tracks, and that’s what The Wildroots Sessions Vol.1 is for me. It’s one of those discs that can
really lift the darkness. If, by chance you’re feeling down, you won’t be after this record is
done with you. …Stunning.” - ROCK DOCTOR (John Kereiff)
“With a guest list that’s mind boggling, you couldn’t get a better set if Paul Shaffer rounded
up his SNL/Letterman pals and enlisted them to have a party. This set makes every hour after
hours and the party never ends. Simply smoking.” - Midwest Record (Chris Spector)
“With excellent songwriting, stellar performances, and wide-ranging styles, it is an album
easily recommended for everyone.” - Blues Blast Magazine (Anita Schlank)

Get your copy today!
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lues Music Magazine: Tell
us about the inspiration and
production behind the new album
WildRoots Sessions Vol. 1.
Victor Wainwright: Stephen
Dees and I are celebrating like 15 years
working together. So, that right there
that’s a pretty amazing accomplishment
just in today’s time frame. In the blues
world, even in my people that I work with
especially in my generation, you don’t
see bands sticking together anymore.
It’s like this guy is playing with someone
tomorrow, and then he’s playing with this
guy the next day.
Like B.B. King and the people that
I grew up and loved seeing in bands,
they seemed to play with him [B.B.]
forever. When performing, B.B. would
say something onstage like this guy has
been with me for forty, fifty, sixty years
towards the end of his show and that
would blow my mind. I’ve always as you
know for one cherished B.B. King, but
I also loved his approach to the family
band.
His approach to blues music
and how he made people feel but also the
importance of having an exceptionally
long train of musicians with a lot of
cabooses as part of his legacy. B.B. was
part of this musical family and the Wild
Roots has grown, and we’ve been such a
big family continuing to make music and
record music together. All these artists
and some of which we have released
on WildRoots Records individually and
together.
I’m so proud of that that we wanted
to showcase a little bit of the things that
we have recorded new and the things we

recorded along the way. So, for instance,
just taking one example there is a track
on there were Nick Black is singing the
song “Memphis Queen.” It was cool; we
recorded it as part of a recording session
that we were aiming for the Boomtown
release. So we were signed to Blind Pig
records, and we recorded more than
enough material for the record, but at
the time it might have not been the best
fit for Boomtown. We understood that it
might not be a great fit, but we were also
proud of that song.
So doing something like this and
this is coming from Stephen’s mind
because he had the idea of reaching
back into the vault and pulling stuff up.
Touching it up and making sure that it
has its moment to showcase this broad
family of talent that we’ve just naturally
come upon and grown overtime is
something that we should do especially
now. It’s a great time to do it or not on
the road touring this is a great time to
showcase so much talent that’s not just
Victor Wainwright in the WildRoots, it’s
the WildRoots family.
Blues Music Magazine: My
understanding with Stephen Dees is that
is how he has done music for a long time.
I see him go back, and he’s got so many
people that he started with many years
ago and they’re still in his life and they’re
still recording with him and that’s great.
How has Stephen Dees influenced this
album and you?
Victor Wainwright: It’s awesome.
I mean I’m one lucky person in his path
that I’ve got to join as part of his thing.
He spent time to shine so much light on
to me, it’s amazing considering all the

people he’s worked with and continues to have as part of his legacy and family
and then bringing them into the WildRoots is such an honor.
As part owner of this whole WildRoots records thing. Then all of a
sudden now I have John Oates singing on a track right now know saying that we’re
releasing on a record and these other special guests. WildRoots is, I believe, it’s
starting to fold into part of the legacy of artists that King Snake Records really
developed, and they’re still down there in Florida. Stephen is a part of that legacy
of recording with King Snake Records and those artists and some of them making
their way now into our story with the WildRoots Records.
Blues Music Magazine: With the pandemic lockdown this last year, how
did you all record this album?
Victor Wainwright: Well, a lot of these recordings are from one place
WildRoots Farm, Stephen’s studio. A lot of these recordings, even though they
have taken place over a span of time, I believe that most of it was done there.
Some of the newer stuff may have been recorded offsite, and Stephen could
answer that better.
Blues Music Magazine: Covid has created a whole new way to record
hasn’t it?
Victor Wainwright: Yeah, satellite and it’s cool. I’m able to sit here and record a
piano track to a Christmas song or whatever, I could sit here and record and send
him something. If he wants to try this idea, I can record and send him something,
and this is how I sound doing this and once it gets in his head and he’s producing
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it he can say to try it this way or that and boom now we really have a track. Then
I can send a wav file even though I can’t be down there, but it works.
Blues Music Magazine: We are sitting in this amazing studio that you built
in your home and garage. Why did you build it?
Victor Wainwright: Well, it started 10 to 12 years ago as a garage and
dining room. Back then when I started, I was playing on Beale St. everyday pretty
much after being an air traffic controller. I didn’t know a lot about touring and all of
a sudden, I became a touring artist. It happened quick. I got an agent, I’m on the
road, everyone wants to see me and I’m on the road. This studio didn’t get used;
it became a storage unit basically. So, when Covid started, I thought let’s make
this into a usable space again to really enjoy it and build it like I’ve always wanted
too for a long time. So, what you’re seeing is me needing to spend some energy
doing something and trying to be creative. Basically, letting that creative energy
out when I can’t be on stage performing. This is a product of that.
Blues Music Magazine: You first appeared in Blues Music Magazine in
2014 and I remember driving to Memphis by way of Dothan, AL, to surprise you
and deliver a copy of the magazine to you at the Wiregrass Blues Festival on my
way to the Blues Music Awards. What are the major changes for you musically
since 2014?
Victor Wainwright: For me, the biggest change from that time period is a
step forward with Victor Wainwright and the Train from the WildRoots. This was
a big step for me because now I’m gonna write the music and lyrics. When I took
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that step with Victor Wainwright and the Train, Stephen and I discussed the entire
time and agreed that we weren’t letting go of The WildRoots. It was discussed this
was my opportunity to try my hand at producing and doing the writing. Stephen
does the majority of the writing and producing for The WildRoots. The biggest
part of that step was what music is inside of me and how can I get it out. Then
to have a band interpret it and make it enjoyable for the crowd that I’ve already
built so we don’t lose everybody at the same time. When I reflect on that time, the
music of The WildRoots and The Train have more similarities than differences.
This just shows that I have been deeply influenced from the lessons learned for
Stephen.
Blues Music Magazine: What are some of the most important musical
lessons that you learned from your music mentors.
Victor Wainwright: The first one that comes to mind is to play with and
build musically families with people goes beyond just the stage. People that I
choose to play with there is a connection that goes beyond the music. They’re my
family, friends, like my Grandfather and my Dad. They really instilled that in me
from a very early age. They said play with people you get along with. There are a
lot of great players out there, but not a lot you can spend time with traveling in a
van doing what we want to do. I couldn’t foresee that as a kid, and it meant I was
going to get exposed to a wider array of music then the types I was interested in
at the time. I wanted to play roots, blues, boogie woogie, and genuine rock and
roll piano. So back then wanting to play those types of music, well who else is
into that at my age back then? Very few of my friends. So back then I was getting
exposed to all kinds of people out there and learning many lessons.
Blues Music Magazine: What musicians were your influences back then
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and have you created new influences over time. Back then, meaning pre 2013,
and now have you been influenced more in other directions. Like the amazing
shows you’ve performed with Danielle Nichole.
Victor Wainwright: Well I mean my early influences back in 2013 were
guys like Pinetop Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis, B.B. King, Etta James, you know into
the root of it all as deep as I could get. Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy Waters.
Blues Music Magazine: How about Dr. John?
Victor Wainwright: Dr. John oh he was huge. It came more so as time
progressed with jazz. Dr. John, meeting and experiencing David Maxwell,
Barrelhouse Chuck, the Chicago blues guys I got to meet on the Legendary
Rhythm & Blues Cruises. Danielle Nicole said to me that, “the road will season the
meat.” So, you start meeting these people and they turn you on to their influences
and the pot gets bigger and bigger. It becomes a bigger musical stew.
Blues Music Magazine: How do you keep traditional blues in the
contemporary sound you’re creating today?
Victor Wainwright: Because I can only play so much. You know the piano
styles that I’m playing and the licks that I’m playing if you listen carefully are all
like Pinetop riffs, New Orleans piano riffs, they’re all like roots based buried deep
into the roots of piano playing. Because that all I can do. That’s how I know how
to play. It’s how I learned from my Grandfather and people like David Maxwell,
Pinetop, Rev. Billy C. Wirtz, and now that stew that’s been created is me. It’s
genuinely me at this point with the Train where it’s not going to hold back what
this stew is and where it came from, no holding back. When people hear me play
and say they hear those riffs, it really means a lot to me. It’s such an honor that
they hear that there is that element in all of our songs if I’m playing piano.
Blues Music Magazine: Where does the influence come from for some of
the songs you’ve written?
Victor Wainwright: I always have these songs that remind me of my
Grandfather on my records. So, the boogie woogie stuff, that’s a hybrid of the
early blues boogie meets the genuine rock and roll of Jerry Lee Lewis that was
my Grandfather. So, he was a product of exactly that. The deep blues influences
and genuine rock and roll, that’s him. He taught me how to play piano directly.
The title track “The Train” on that record is basically him. When I was writing
and recording that song, I just had him in my mind. So, it’s Jesse Wainwright,
I’m not necessarily emulating him but his spirit I can feel it and it’s coming out
on those tracks. The rockers on that album and some of his spirit even exists
on the WildRoots music. That’s Grandpa Jesse that funky blues meets rocking
piano hybrid. From a Savannah Georgia boy, Jesse Wainwright picked it up and
developed it through countless years of honky tonk playing in bar rooms and
boogie woogie juke joint playing. Being a witness to all these influences and a fly
on the wall with Rev. Billy, David Maxwell, Pinetop and many more helped create
my sound. - BMO

STEPHEN &
PATRICIA ANN

DEES
Digging For The Wild Roots
By Jack Sullivan
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lues Music Magazine: Your new
album The WildRoots Sessions
Vol. 1. Tell us about the concept,
making, inspiration, musicians, and
production people behind this new
album.
Stephen Dees: The inspiration comes
from where it always does, the love
and joy of making music. Conceptually
“Sessions” is basically made in the
same way all Victor Wainwright and
The WildRoots records have been
made. Here at our home studio on the
WildRoot Farm, with me producing,
collaborating with and featuring Victor
and co-arranging, engineering with my
wife Patricia Ann. Only this time out we
felt it would also be cool to spotlight all
the great players and singers who have
been a big part of our past and current
collaborations. Especially due to the
current state of affairs, it seemed like a
good time to reach out and be inclusive.
Of course, some of the tracks were done
in different studios to accommodate
the many guests. Like in John Oates
case, he did his vocal track on “Our Last
Goodbye” at his home studio, then sent
us his tracks.
Blues Music Magazine: When did you
first discover the blues?
Stephen Dees: The first blues record I
remember hearing would be “Heartbreak
Hotel” by Elvis. My mom and big brother
were rock ‘n’ roll fans, so I was exposed
to all the early rock/R&B artists like Little
Richard, Chuck Berry, Fats Domino, Ray
Charles, and Jerry Lee Lewis. I think

the first time I actually heard straight
up blues music live was at the Central
Florida State Fair. They had a tent show
revue with “exotic” dancers, who to me
and my childhood friends were drop
dead gorgeous. We weren’t allowed to
see the show, but every hour or so they
would come out on the front stage with
the band and perform for 15 minutes
to drum up business. The band played
blues and R&B, sounded and looked
great. It was way cool, I was hooked.
Blues Music Magazine: Who were the
first blues artists you were listening to?
Stephen Dees: Even though I was
aware of the blues, it wasn’t readily
available to me until it came on AM radio
with the British invasion. Groups like the
Rolling Stones, The Animals, and The
Yardbirds, etc. Then at some point early
on a friend turned me on to a couple of
his Muddy Waters and Howlin’ Wolf LP’s.
To this day, Muddy and Wolf are still my
favorite blues artist.
Blues Music Magazine: What was it
about the blues that spoke to you?
Stephen Dees: Using Muddy and Wolf
as examples it was the sound and
delivery of their vocals. I thought then
and still do, they were bad ass!
Blues Music Magazine: When did you
first pick up your instrument? Please
explain all instruments you play and why
you choose them?
Stephen Dees: My dad and uncles all

played guitars and loved country music. My uncle Chubby Wise was a famous fiddle
player. He was with Bill Monroe and The Blue Grass Boys and later Hank Snow for
many years. So, I started with the guitar early on. At 15-years-old I was in a soul band
playing guitar with the great Will Lee on bass. His playing and style influenced me to
pick up the bass. By 16, I had a bass and it eventually became my main thing. Around
19 years of age, I became obsessed with song writing and arranging. So, I started to
play a bit of piano, it’s a great tool for writing. I enjoy playing percussion too.
Blues Music Magazine: Can you explain your learning process? Using records, taking
lessons, jam sessions, etc.
Stephen Dees: I learned guitar from my family, by ear. I also took lessons from a music
store teacher who quite frankly was not a good teacher. He was extremely condescending
to the music I loved. He was teaching me, in my opinion, some lame corny stuff. In the
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meantime I would be copping songs
and riffs from records I loved. So I quit
the lessons. Nowadays kids get to learn
from great teachers that enjoy the same
music.
Blues Music Magazine: Who were
some of the mentors you were able to
play with, tour with, or work with? And
what are some of the most important
musical lessons about the blues these
mentors taught you? Which musicians
were your inspirations?
Stephen Dees: I’ve never considered
myself limited to just one genre of music.
My goal has always been to be a good
musician and that’s always included
blues. To be well rounded player you’ve
got to be able to play the blues, mean it,
and play it with feeling. And for heaven
sakes, never overplay and always listen
and be supportive to the other players.
Study the masters, connect with players
who are great at it, and learn from them.
In my case, I learned a lot from players
like my longtime friend/bandleader Mark
Hodgson, a blues master who turned
me on to all kinds of blues. In the early
years I always made a point of playing
with older and better musicians than
myself, and I’ve learned a great deal
from just about all of them. As a touring
and/or recording musician I’ve worked
in America and Europe as bassist and
vocalist for Hall and Oates, Pat Travers,
Foghat , Novo Combo, Todd Rundgren,
Ian Hunter, Tony Carey (Planet P),
Mark Aubin, Noble ‘Thin Man’ Watts,
Blue House Blues Band, and Romeo’s
Bleeding.

Blues Music Magazine: Talk about
inspirations for some of your songs.
Stephen Dees: I can be inspired by
anything. From every day humdrum stuff
to life altering pandemics. Something
just clicks and before you know it, a
song appears. These past few years
of political/social unrest certainly have
made their way into a couple of the
songs on “Sessions 1.” But in general, I
write about life, which supplies plenty of
inspiration.
Blues Music Magazine: What new
projects if any are you involved in that
you would like to share with fans?
Stephen Dees: We are planning on
following up WildRoots Sessions Volume
1 with Volume 2. We already have most of
the tracks completed. I’m also producing
a young new duo Bri and Joshua. They
are a mixture of contemporary folk and
gospel music. We have an all acoustic
blues record with Robert “Top” Thomas
that’s close to being finished as well.
Blues Music Magazine: Band Bio from
website, this may be included into the
story so please edit anything you don’t
want included.

Stephen Dees: Established in 2005,
by Stephen Dees, Victor Wainwright,
and Patricia Ann Dees, WildRoots
Records focuses on blues, roots, folk,
and Americana artists and is

committed to creating music that
is both diverse and soulful. As the
WildRoots say, “If it ain’t got soul,
it don’t roll.”

Starting with the release of
Victor’s first solo record, Piana
from Savannah, they built a strong
foundation that would launch
Victor
into
a
successful
career. Now, WildRoots Records
expands their reach with the
release of WildRoots Sessions
Volume 1, pulling from their
talented musical family in a
collection that spans the genre
from blues, American roots,
R&B, and soul. From upbeat
piano romps to back porch blues
to blues rock and roll there’s
something for everyone. Dig the
root! Way down deep! -BMO
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ALBUM REVIEW
THE WILDROOTS
Wildroots Sessions Volume 1
Wildroots Records

I

magine it’s 1962 and you turn on your GE transistor
radio after midnight in the middle of nowhere, and all
the 50,000-watt clear channel AM radio stations have
disappeared. Suddenly, you hear through the ether
haze a distant station playing music you’ve never heard
before, but it has a comfortable somehow familiar
sound. It’s not Motown from Detroit. It’s not WMEX
from Boston. There’s no Randy’s Record Mart selling R&B rubies you
can’t get at the local record shop. And best of all, these songs cut across
the best stuff from Chess, Sun, Stax-Volt, and Excello Records. You turn
the dial, and the sound comes in really clearly. Makes you wish you had
your big brother’s stereo FM radio in the polished wooden cabinet. You’re
grooving.
And then, 16 songs in, it’s gone.
There’s not enough space here to explain all the nuances of this
release. Suffice it to say, it’s the best retro stuff you never heard before.
Victor Wainwright and Stephen Dees have gathered up almost 30 different
musicians they’ve worked with over 26 years and recorded 16 different
numbers almost all written by Dees, but including the Stax-Volt classic
“634-5789” and Leiber and Stoller’s “Santa Claus Is Back In Town” just to
ground this flight of fancy. Throw in a couple of big-name heavyweights like
John Oates of Hall and Oates and Lucky Peterson and take the Way Back
machine to an alternate universe. Then, throw an oldies party and slip this
CD in rotation between a Stax-Volt collection and a Malaco greatest hits
album and mess up some minds.
– Don Wilcock

Living In The City Big Harp George
NEW RELEASE COMING 10/10/20
Here we go on another thrilling ride with Big Harp George, a bluesman like
no other! Beginning somewhere between Memphis and New Orleans and
ending in the Gaza Strip, George taps a current in blues that voices the
pain and the hopes of the oppressed, leavened by a spirit of life-affirming
humor and joy.
“[Big Harp George] plays his chromatic harmonica with a dynamite
combination of rhythm, pitch, intonation, and style. He remains a
mighty fine songwriter displaying a keen intellect.”
Randall Parrish, Vivascene
“… [Big Harp George] brings a lifetime of experiences to the table
and presents songs that are imbued with a knowing, insightful wit.”
David MacMurray, Blues Junction Productions
“Big Harp George remains an absolute master of the chromatic harmonica, blowing brilliantly sculpted, richly melodic
solos and obbligatos throughout …” Lee Hildebrand, Living Blues
Available 10/10/20 at CD Baby and everywhere you access music!
PRE-ORDER 9/12/20 AND RECEIVE THE SMASH SINGLE “BUILD MYSELF AN APP” IMMEDIATELY
bigharpgeorge.com

facebook.com/bigharpgeorge

instagram/bigharpgeorge

Dennis Jones’ 7th Original Album

Soft Hard & Loud
Coming October 2020

New Single Like Sheep
September 2020 Release
”Though certainly aware of how Hendrix
burned the midnight lamp,
Jones is his own man.”
— Frank-John-Hadley, Downbeat Magazine
IBC 2004 Winner in Memphis
as part of Zac Harmon Band
3 years as lead guitarist with
Brian O’Neal and The Busboys
(Boys are Back in Town)

Booking/tour info and more at dennisjonescentral.com

ALSO AVAILABLE ON
BLUE HEART RECORDS

With one foot in the 50's
and one foot in the future,
for her debut album
Veronica Lewis pays
homage to her influences Katie Webster, Otis Spann,
Jerry Lee, Pinetop Perkins
and Marcia Ball. Available February 2021!

www.veronicalewis.com
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''Blue Heart Records and Malaya Blue are a match made in blues heaven. The support and
professionalism is first class; it's clearly a label destined to become a world leader. We are
proud to be part of the family''
- Steve Yourglivch, Manager- Malaya Blue

www.blueheartrecords.com
@blueheartrecs

When Great Artists Get Together
Amazing Things Happen!
New Stony Plain albums that combine legacy artists with a new generation of talent

New Moon Jelly Roll
Freedom Rockers Volume 2
Charlie Musselwhite, Jimbo Mathus, Alvin Youngblood Hart, Jim
Dickinson, Luther Dickinson & Cody Dickinson together on part 2
of this once in a lifetime recording session.

Available 3.26.21 pre-order Now

Maria Muldaur
WITH Tuba Skinny

Let’s Get Happy Together

Rarely heard songs of New Orleans brought
to life in this magical & spiritual recording.

Available 5.7.21
preorder 3.18.21
stonyplainrecords.com

